4 Ways we Help you Protect Data Privacy

The bar has just been raised for data protection, security and compliance, with the European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). These new regulations expand the privacy rights granted to EU individuals and inflict extremely heavy fines on whoever breaks them.

We have been spending the past few months preparing for the GDPR, analyzing its requirements and implementing all the necessary enhancements to our products, contracts, and documentation.

The result – all the necessary procedures and practices in compliance with the GDPR are in place!

So what exactly have we been up to? Here’s your sneak peek into the 4 ways we make sure you and your data meet all the necessary requirements:

**Anonymous processing**
Our software extracts mathematical vectors rather than facial images, in fact, the entire system can operate without displaying any facial images at all.

**Privacy mode**
This new feature, once enabled, makes sure that the facial images of non-enrolled individuals are not displayed in the gallery and will not be saved to the server.

**Face blur**
Generate a POI detection video with blurred-out faces of individuals that aren’t on your watchlist. Set this feature as default or switch it on/off as you wish.

**Easy delete, search & watchlist control**
Search, trace & delete records of individuals, set automatic deletion rules, customize deletion options and gain complete control over your watchlist.

For more information please contact us at: info@anyvision.co